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"POTA NEWS"
Cover artwork by Robin Medford
Adventure Comics = 20 years !
In the spring of 1990 Adventure Comics began
publishing a huge line of new original POTA comic
books. This was the first time they had seen print
in 13 years. A new wave of fans turned up as the
90’s began. This influenced the original creation of
Ape Chronicles in late 1991. Here we have now
reached our 50th issue.
No one would have
predicted that we would hit this milestone issue 19
years later. Things have sure changed. The first
issues were done on a type writer with “white-out”
and there was no internet and any info fans located
was from their local library or by pure luck. In
tribute to our 50th issue we have now reprinted all
the past issues in a series of 6 new books with new
cover artwork - a new modern look and a step
towards the future.
Originally Ape Chronicles was created to unite
POTA fans so in this anniversary issue we pay
special tribute to the fans who keep the spirit alive
by interviewing 5 different passionate POTA fans
from around the world.
1968 Newspaper ads for POTA - Part 2
Long time POTA fan William Burge has spent the
last year hunting through original 1960’s
newspapers to find any ads or references to the
POTA films.
He has located a tremendous
collection of over 180 different newspaper ads.
Most impressive is that 130 of them all date from
1968 from various newspapers and cities across
the USA. His focus has been primarily the first
film so we continue to showcase the 130 ads from
1968 in issue #49 and #50.
We also include thumbnail versions of all the ads
with titles so you can see dates and locations of
each newspaper ad for quick reference.
Ape Chronicles - the book series !
Now that each issue of Ape Chronicles is now
published in a new hardcover book style format we
have decided to reprint the original 44 issues from
1991 to 2009 in this format compiled together in a
series of 6 new books.
Each book will be
approximately 200 pages each and reprint all the
original issues in their entirety with no editing.
This makes the issues much more attractive and
puts the issues in a format similar to the new
issues. New cover artwork designed by amazing
artist Graham Hill.

BRIAN MANTOOTH
POTA Collector - PlaidStallion.com
My dad had a "rack jobbing" company that distributed toys to convenience channel, around
that time he bought skids of Mego General Urko dolls from a cancelled Sears order. He'd put
this giant $0.88 sticker on them and clear them out in the stores. I went through every case
looking for Virdon and Burke but it was all Urko. I'll never forget that day; it's probably one of
the motivating factors of collecting now.
My earliest entry into POTA was the animated series. My earliest Ape memory is Apes
running from a Volcano. At the time I was living just outside of Toronto. I was about 4 or 5.
I was pretty young so I guess my favourite science fiction shows were things like "Land of the
Lost" and "Star Trek" re runs on Saturday morning.

When I was about 15 or 16 and I got into toy collecting, Apes stuff was more common on my
hunts and I was already a fan. On an average day of hunting through older variety stores I
could come home with Apes model kits, view masters, carded figures and board games. I
swear I saw that board game at every turn. Apes were plentiful to find in the 80s.
My family didn't really embrace my collecting hobby but didn't crush me either. I come from a
family of people who will watch fantasy and sci fi movies but seem to only enjoy them as
kitsch; I guess that's where my own sarcastic side comes from.
Over the years I was a member of one or two Sci-FI fan clubs mostly relating to Doctor Who
when I was a teen, to be frank, it's never really been for me. I love reading the details behind
production and about collectibles but other sides of fandom just don't really gel with me.
I cut my teeth on the web when I took over my friend Scott's site Megomuseum around 2000,
it was a quick education on html. I've always collected catalogs and I would only use the
Mego portions, so Plaidstallions spun out of all the other great stuff that was in them. It was
originally just a goofy side project but it seems to have spun into something much bigger now.

The Museum is a full blown community and a bandwidth monster; we get together every year
at a convention called Megomeet. Plaidstallions has had a couple of million hits and I've met
hundreds of nice people as a result.
I think there’s a wonderful energy that comes from running the website; a lot of my readers
are way funnier than me. Also people just want to help; I get all kind of great submissions.
The biggest Ape related item I ever produced were the Mego Museum Planet of the Apes
trading cards my friend Scott Adams and I published a couple of years back. They were given
away free as a promo for the site and Scott really pushed the envelope creatively.
I've been published in magazines such as Toy Shop and Lee's Action Figure Reviews on
many occasions. I also write for the pop culture blog "Topless Robot" and provide a weekly
"Top Ten" style list, I mention Apes whenever it's applicable.

I'm a "lurky" kind of fellow; I honestly feel a bit outclassed by the level of expertise on POTA
and don't have much to offer other than "I love that movie". I do read a lot of the discussions
however.
Crazy enough I met Mark Lenard back in the 80s and got him to sign a Mego Urko and
Romulan, he seemed kind of ticked that he had never seen toys based on his characters
before. I also met Linda Harrison at a show, she was quite a warm person. I mostly attend
toy shows but I do see a good deal of Apes Merchandise.
My favourite POTA character is probably General Urko, I also tend to really like the
Astronauts in
most stories.
I'm sort of sweet on Conquest of the Planet of the Apes; I love the city
backdrop and the idea of revolution. There is something really cool about that 70s "low-tech"
future the movie provides that I really think is interesting.
I'm born and raised on those TV movie compilations of the series and as a result I'm really
keen on it. I watch it now with my kids, I do find some of it a bit formulaic but it really doesn't
phase me.
As for the cartoons, I spoon fed my kids on them just because I could.
All said probably like 50 or so different items when you include comics and posters. I'm a
Mego head so that stuff is my favourite. The Forbidden Zone Trap was one of the things that

I saw as a kid and never got, it's the best Ape toy of all time to me. I also love rack toys from
AHI,
they're so bizarre and I'm obsessed. I collect to this day because its fun !
I'm a 70s toy collector more than I am anything else, I also collect catalogs and magazines
pertaining to toys. I started collecting when I was 15. I don't have many people by to see the
collection because most of my friends aren't really into it.
I've been interviewed by Marvel comics for a couple of different publications referring to the
Mego line of Superheroes.
I spoke with 20th Century Fox directly when they were releasing POTA as some sort of
special edition, they wanted to photograph a Mego collection for the extras. My pal Rob
Chatlin lived in the greater LA area so I gave them his contact info, his collection made it onto
the disk.
I'm currently co authoring a book entitled "Christmas in the 70s" which will be a photo essay
of all things polyester.
I'm a product of my tine I guess, POTA really kicked the "Post apocalyptic" genre into high
gear and I can't seem to get enough. Stuff like Ark 2, Logan's Run, and the Omega man are
all on my top five favourites ever.

INTERVIEW WITH
CHRIS SUTTON
POTA Collector / Dealer / Model Maker
WHAT'S YOUR PERSONAL HISTORY WITH THE
PLANET OF THE APES FRANCHISE? I sold POTA
collectibles for 20 years through the mail, at
conventions, online, and at local flea markets.
WERE THE MOVIES, THE TV SERIES OR THE
COMICS YOUR POINT OF ENTRY?
The TV series was definitely my jump start into the
Apes world. I really enjoyed the system of
government in the TV show more so than the movies
or cartoon. With the TV series taking place in 3085,
almost 1,000 years before the first film, there were
humans that could talk and this allowed for character
development outside the central three and more
character interaction with the astronauts. It is also
easy to tell the difference in the East & West coast
governing forces of the TV show and the first feature
film. The TV show Zaius was just beginning to
discover what his power and authority could do with
the threat of human intelligence and had no
reservations in making that known. He had a more
curious point of view than the Maurice Evans
character and was willing to learn what he could from
the astronauts before they were executed. I enjoyed
the apes and humans that Burke, Virdon, & Galen
met along the way, the adventures, the towns, the
friends and the enemies, it was all really fun. The TV
series gave you a little more insight into the three
principle characters (more so than just one film could
convey) and showed more colors and depth in each
of them. Galen’s’ curious and naive personality
whose never ending questions constantly kept his
companions busy made us realize that we just could
not do without him. Virdon carrying the flight disc,
daydreaming about his wife & son, and constantly
thinking of a way to get back home made it clear that
he had difficulty accepting his fate. Burke was more
accepting of his permanent situation and through
humour he dealt with the raw circumstances a little
better than his commander. The 1974 TV series to
me will always be the best part of the Planet of the
Apes saga.
I was sad to see the quality of the show diminish in
the final few episodes like the Liberator, The Cure, &
the fishing episodes.
I would like to see more audio dramas of the TV
show and learn about the future adventures of Burke
& Virdon.
WHERE WERE YOU LIVING AT THE TIME?
HOW OLD WERE YOU? WERE YOU ALREADY A
SCIENCE FICTION FAN? I was the perfect age, a
child raised in the 70’s who was glued to Saturday
morning television. I can remember watching Land of
the Lost, Superfriends, & H.R. Pufnstuff in the
mornings and then the 2 hour Apes made for TV
movies in the afternoon.

WHAT WERE YOUR FAVORITES? Land of the
Lost, Star Trek, Batman, Superfriends, & of course
Planet of the Apes.
HOW AND WHEN DID YOUR INVOLVEMENT
WITH PLANET OF THE APES BECOME MORE OF
A SERIOUS HOBBY OR CAREER ? I grew up in a
small Missouri farm town called Bellflower and I
moved to the city when I was in fifth grade. Although
I lived in the city with my dad, I would often visit my
mothers’ side of the family in Bellflower. There was a
friend of mine who’s’ dad collected everything that
could possibly be collected. From science fiction to
magazines, gum gards, and models, he had
something from every genre imaginable. He was
cleaning out his garage one weekend and he said
that he would let me have anything POTA for his
original cost if I helped him organize everything. I
wound up with board games, magazines, model kits,
and carded Mego figures for extremely cheap. I also
got to see a vast collection of non-ape collectibles
that I would have otherwise never paid attention to
and this helped me with identifying/pricing other
collectibles in the future. This helped me pick out
stuff that I wanted for my own collection and sell the
stuff that I didn’t. I really enjoyed searching through
the toy archives, but I didn’t do a whole lot with them
for over a year because I was just entering high
school. Then, late in my freshman year, I remember
watching channel 11 one Saturday and seeing an
ape TV series double feature (4 episodes, 2 TV
movies). I recall how it instantly surfaced my passion
for POTA again and I started looked for toy shows
and conventions in the area. I attended a SCI-FI toy
convention a short time later which was basically a
hotel dining room with about 20 tables. I had been to
a few toy shows before but no one had any Apes
figures or merchandise. At these shows there was
the usual stuff like Star Wars, Star Trek, &
superhero merchandise, but nothing at all from
Planet of the Apes. I asked every single dealer who
was there if they had or knew someone who had any
Apes stuff. One dealer was there with his son who
was my age (teens) and he said that he did not have
anything in the apes line but his son did and said
once he returned from lunch he would tell him to find
me. Well, he returned and found me as quick as he
could because (to my surprise) he could not wait to
sell it and he wanted to get rid of it because no one
was interested in POTA. This was something which I
found out very early on, you either knew about
Planet of the Apes and loved it or you never heard of
it and did not care. I just knew that there had to be
other POTA collectors out there and I decided to buy
everything he had. I started setting up locally and
then did toy shows throughout the Midwest. One of
the first major toy shows that I set up in was Kane
County Fairgrounds in Chicago, IL. I drove there with
some friends of mine and I remember looking at the
fairgrounds and thinking….wow, this is a lot of
people..nothing like back home. It reminds me of the
scene in “Gladiator” where the gladiators fist see the
Roman Coliseum and stand there staring in awe.
The more Ape stuff I bought and sold, the bigger my

list of customers became. I soon realized the desire
for custom ape megos as well, so I began making
custom clothes and selling them. I even partnered
with a fellow Ape collector for a while named Matt
Sotis who made custom head sculpts, while I made
custom clothes & boxes. I would travel to shows and
buy collections of Ape memorabilia from customers
who came to the dealer tables. Eventually, I made a
name for myself in the Apes world and published a
few articles, helped out some new Ape fans start
their collections and dealt with a number of people
still in the Ape collecting industry today, Eric Greene,
Anthony James, Anthony&&&, Bob Cerna to name a
few. This was in the 1990’s (what I like to call the
golden age of toy collecting because the demand,
supply, popularity, and prices were never better)
don’t forget, so there was no eBay. I would buy ads
in Toy Shop magazine, Collecting Figures, AFN,
AFD, & the newspaper. These were the days of
placing an ad and waiting a month for it to come out.
The countless hours spent on taking just the right
picture and making sure it would show enough detail
in the 4x6 toy ad that you paid $185.00 for. Before
cheap digital photography, you made many blurred
and unusable pictures that were paid for anyway and
this really ate into your cost. These were the days of
calling people long distance and talking for hours
about a collection or a description of a collection
before mailing them a check blindly mailing them a
check. No eBay, no instant messaging, no emailing,
not a single luxury! This was a time of going out to
local hobby stores and making deals or traveling to
flea markets to find that carded Mego that was sitting
in a basement for 15 years. The face to face
interactions and deal making were pretty cool, I have
fond memories of most of the customers I
encountered. I had a tremendous time and I truly
enjoyed meeting the devoted APE fans at
conventions & toy shows. It was so cool to meet
someone face to face that you have dealt with for
years over the phone. **talk about custom clothes I
made for the apes and now they showed back up,
dad thought I was making a drug deal, but it was the
ultimate dork deal that started everything***& Nana
giving away all of my Mego and Star wars**

I partnered with Anthony James who made the
coolest Planet of the Apes TV show shirts in the
world. I gave away the t-shirts to my POTA
customers and it promoted his silk screening &
clothing business. He would trade me APE shirts for
APE merchandise and this guy had the perfect TV
series graphics on the front & back. The Apes TV
series logo, the CBS logo, and the original air date
were printed on the front. The soldier silhouette on
the top of the hill holding his gun in the air with the
sun all around him took up most of the shirt back.
They were so nostalgic looking and any of those ape
collectors out there who has one can rest assured
they are very few and far between. Anthony also
made a limited run of “In Memory 1928-1998” shirts
of Roddy McDowell when he passed away. PIC

WHAT DID YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS THINK
OF YOUR OBSESSION WITH PLANET OF THE
APES AND SCI-FI? My family was supportive for the
most (especially my dad) part and were surprised
when I started making money with it. My friends each
had their own SCI-FI obsessions and I eventually got
them hooked the toy show circuit.

WHO IS YOUR FAVORITE APE RELATED
PERSON? Roddy
McDowell He
continually
brought a comfortable and recognized presence to
each character he portrayed. During one of his
interviews when the SCI-FI channel ran the live
action TV series in the 1990’s, he gave a great deal
of insight into the Galen character. He said that the
TV series gave him a chance to be innocent, wideeyed, and opportunities to play more than one
character while Galen was in disguise. He said that
watching himself playing Galen made him aspire to
be a better person. He explained that this role made
him not only want to be a better person but also
allowed him to portray aspects of a character his
was fond of. He concluded by saying that playing
Galen was his favourite of the APES roles he
portrayed. Roddy McDowell seemed like such a

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN A MEMBER OF ANY SCIFI RELATED FAN CLUBS?
Star Wars, Star Trek, Alien Nation, Planet of the
Apes, the 501st, and I once subscribed to a really
cool publication called APE CHRONICLES published
by a guy named Terry.
WHAT IS ONE OF THE COOLEST PROJECTS
YOU HAVE BEEN INVOLVED WITH ?

HAVE YOU EVER MET ANY CAST AND CREW
FROM THE APES MOVIES OR TV SERIES?
I met Marc Singer at a convention in Chicago who
was extremely polite, courteous, and taller than I
(6’3) expected. He posed for a picture with me and
had a number of fans always lining his table. At
another convention, a fellow Ape collector went to a
convention in San Diego where he had Booth
Coleman & Ron Harper signed a personalized
autograph to me.
NAME ONE OF THE RAREST APE ITEMS YOU
HAVE EVER SEEN OR OWNED?
The Mego Apes Tree house GIFT SET. I found this
while in Kane County for the 7th time and if you have
never seen this piece, it is amazing. It is a slightly
oversized Mego Tree house box with a color picture
of all 5 of the fist Mego Apes figures with--I have
never seen one since this day. In the upper left hand
corner of the box are the bold red and yellow letters
which say GIFT SET and inside the box itself you will
find the first (if it is MINT) five individually wrapped
Mego POTA figures. I sold it for a pretty penny some
years ago and lost the only picture I ever took of it. I
also have a original Filmation animation cel &
background of Dr. Zaius and Cornelius which I was
pleased to find considering the backgrounds were
used in several scenes, they are a lot tougher to
come by.

genuine, dedicated, giving person and that comes
across whenever I watch the TV series and all of his
other works.

something APES related. I would like to see more
audio dramas of the TV show and expand the further
adventures of Burke & Virdon. Alien Chronicles

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE APE CHARACTER?
Galen or Burke
WHICH IS YOUR FAVORITE APES FILM? The
original 1968 film.
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE APES TV
CARTOON? I liked that the cartoon was the closest
to the Pierre Boulle book, but the animation was a bit
tough on the eyes. I am extremely grateful however
that the cartoon series and the TV series were both
released on DVD. These titles could have been
easily passed up, but the fan base (that is you
reading now) kept the sales alive.

WHEN DID YOU START COLLECTING? When I
was 6 years old
DO YOU LET PEOPLE COME AND SEE YOUR
STUFF? My collection now mainly consists of
custom pieces and nothing really of financial value. If
I were to receive a question or a request from a
fellow ape fan or collector to view a certain piece, I
would gladly send a scan. I also strive to never miss
a chance to meet a fellow ape collector, so if you
ever visit the St. Louis area, let me know!

HOW MANY MEGO COLLECTIBLES/ITEMS DO
YOU HAVE IN YOUR COLLECTION AND HAS THE
RERELEASE OF APE MERCHANDISE AFFECTED
THAT IN ANY WAY? In years past……I have had
too many figures to count, but now only a few original
Mego treasures remain. The re-issue of everything
market has really douced sales throughout the toy
industry and made collectibles items that were once
hard to find, available and affordable. My feelings are
mixed on this topic. I am grateful for the popularity
and availability that re-issue merchandise brings
because who wouldn’t want something that you
loved as a kid available and affordable to you now.
The re-issue stuff certainly serves its’ purpose and is
made of decent quality, so those aspect cannot be
faulted. The plummet of prices and desire for the
original items did not make me happy, but eventually
the toy market (or any kind of market) was bound to
dwindle. I am however, secure in the knowledge that
Planet of the Apes fans (including myself) have
never lost their passion.
WHAT ARE SOME OF THE NON-APES STUFF
YOU COLLECT? Star Wars items, especially the 1/6
scale Sideshow figures. I enjoy doing custom work
and at the moment, 1/6 scale custom projects keep
me occupied.
I HAVE HEARD THAT YOU ENJOY LISTENING TO
AUDIO
DRAMAS, ARE THERE UNMADE
PROJECTS THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO SEE
CREATED OR EVEN BE A PART OF? I have
always enjoyed radio dramas especially since I was
a kid. I remember getting a cassette tape from
Target of “THE LOST ONES & THE TIME
MACHINE” produced by a company named AudiSee and of course who could forget the Power
records with the Planet of the Apes stories on them?
“Mountain of the Delphi & Dawn of the tree people”,
…..it didn’t get and better in 1975! Times have
changed in 30 years and so have audio dramas. I
never really enjoyed an audio book read by a single
person even if they were able to do voices. The
sound effects, music, and multiple actors, if done
correctly gives you an entire movie without a picture
screen. So to answer your question, absolutely, I do
voice over work and would love to be a part of

HAVE YOU HAD ANY ARTICLES WRITTEN
ABOUT YOUR VAST COLLECTION? Yes,
Collecting Figures magazine and Action Figure News
& Toy review both did interviews with me at the
height of toy collecting in the 1990’s.
HAVE YOU EVER HAD A MAJOR SETBACK IN
YOUR COLLECTING? Yes, during college when I
lived with my grandparents. One day, after studying,
I went down to the basement and noticed that my toy
collection was missing. I looked and looked thinking
that I may have misplaced or it was moved to
another part of the house. I kept saying to myself
“how do you lose and entire collection?” I stopped for
a moment and tried to think what could have possibly
happened…..and then I felt sick. It had not been
moved and I did not misplace it. My grandmother
gave away my carded Star Wars POTF figures, my
Mego superheroes, and yes my Mego apes to some
neighbourhood kids that were bored one day. I
asked my grandmother who, why, and where but she
did not understand. There was absolutely nothing I
could do but start over.
WHAT KEEPS YOU INTERESTED IN PLANET OF
THE APES AFTER ALL THESE YEARS AND
WHAT
CURRENT
PROJECTS ARE YOU
WORKING ON?
The TV series always had and will hold a permanent
place for me and now that I am getting into 1/6 scale
customizing, I would like to see more APES 1/6
scale stuff out there. I liked the Sideshow/Hot Toys
APES figures, but they really only covered the films. I
would love to see a great likeness of Burke, Virdon,
Zaius, Urko, Jason, Polar, Barlow, and other TV
show related characters in the 1/6 scale format.
Custom clothing is something which I create, but the
sculpting is best left to someone other than me. That
being said, I am limited to creating an entire
character alone, so if any APE fans out there are
willing to take a shot at sculpting, please contact me
and maybe we can work together on a 1/6 scale
project that would make APE fans proud!

MARK HAYDON
Original 70’s UK POTA Fan
Club Member
I started getting into POTA in
the mid seventy's.
The
Marvel UK Comics was my
point of entry. I was born in
Oldham , Manchester I was
about ten when POTA came
into my life. I became a fan
of sci-fi through Dr Who, Star
Trek, Logan's Run , Space
1999.
Later I started
collecting Marvel Comics in
the late seventy's. My family
was not bothered at all when I
started collecting until it
became an obsession and
then they thought I was a
“nutter“.
I was a member of the U.K
pota fan club.
The only
people from POTA that I met
personally were the cast of
the roadshow at spotlands
football ground , Rochdale. I
don’t know their names as I
was only about ten years old
at the time.
Over the years I have met
other numerous movie, music
and sports celebrities such as
Blondie,
Scissor
Sisters,
Erasure, Natasha Bedingfield,
Madness, Bad Manners, and
numerous famous football
players such as Beckham,
Cantona, Giggs, Zola,Stuart
Pierce, Kevin Keegan, Steve
Bruce, Hurstand and many
more footballers through my
last job. I used to be a UEFA
football coach .
My favourite character from
the POTA film was General
ursus, (a bit like Darth Vader
from Star Wars) I saw him as
the bad boy.

I still love to collect everything
about it, but probably spend
to much money!
I also
collect football programmes
and football shirts. The only
thing about my collection is
that it's locked away and
nobody sees it, apart from my
two boys.
I still have an interest in
POTA as a collector, but Tim
Burtons film has also made a
difference in terms of more
items available, which is good
but it also has put prices up.
I do not have any collectibles
from the Tim Burton film (but
would love a screen worn
gorilla costume).
I was a member of the UK
POTA Fan Club between
1975-77. I believe when you
became a member you
received pen's, a sticker
badge, an enamel badge and
a newsletter
Unfortunately
they are long gone. I joined
through the advert in one of
the UK marvel POTA comics,
they had over a 1000
members at one time. The
annual
membership
was
The best film that I watch
£1.00 if memory serves me
over and over again is
right.
Beneath The Planet Of The
Apes because of the ape
My oldest son 15 thinks its
army when they leave ape
rubbish but my youngest 11
city and of course the
has seen all five movies and
mutants. I also loved the TV
the TV series. He is a fan but
series, but personally not a
doesn't collect the official
great fan of the cartoon series
POTA items, however he has
stuffed monkeys and t-shirts
I do collect various POTA
with monkeys on them. He
items
such
as:
Mego,
could become a fan as he
Medicom, Kubricks, Hasbro
loved the mutants and he did
Signature Series, and Original
like the Tim Burton film but
screen worn costumes and
his favorite character is the
props
original Zaius.

MARK HAYDON - POTA COLLECTION

SAULO ADAMI
POTA Author / POTA Museum
Writer and editor, Luiz Saulo Adami was born in
Brusque, Santa Catarina, Brazil, on February 21, 1965,
son of the merchants Tereza Conte and Luís Avaní
Adami. He lived in the Arraial dos Cunhas in Itajaí,
Santa Catarina, until December of 2006. He has
completed High School education in Itajaí, 1972-1983,
but he has not gone to the University. He worked more
than 20 years as a reporter for newspapers, and since
his childhood, he has written his own histories. He
published his first book, Cicatrizes/Scars (1982,
poetry), when he was 17 years old. In 1975, he wrote
and staged his first play, the comedy Show do
Riso/The Laugh Show. In 1978, he began the
researches on Planet of the Apes. Such researches
resulted in the publication of the fanzine Century City
News and of the books O único humano bom é aquele
que está morto!/The only good human is a dead
human! (1996) and Diários de Hollywood: Um
Brasileiro no Planeta dos Macacos/Hollywood’s Diary:
A Brazilian on the Planet of the Apes (2008). They also
resulted in the short subject documentary Forbidden
Zone Telegraph (2000), specifically on his researches
when in a trip to the United States, in 1999, and in the
set up of the multimedia exhibit A Casa do Macaco/The
Ape House (2001). He married the writer Tina Rosa in
1985, with whom he created the publisher S&T
Editores in 2003. From 2004 on, S&T Editores has
published 50 books of 17 authors in different areas of
interest, such as literature, history, law, administration,
biographies and movies.
APE CHRONICLES – What’s your personal history with
The Planet of Apes franchise?
SAULO ADAMI – When they first exhibited Planet of
the Apes (1968) here in Brazil, I still was a child. I
watched the film in television in the middle of the
decade of 1970 when our TV set (bought to watch the
Soccer World Cup of 1970) only showed images in
black and white. I had watched the movies in colors for
the first time before buying my first video cassette
though (1987). In those years, the video stores were
beginning in Brazil. I used to rent the system and the
movies to watch them at home with Tina and it was
then when we finally knew the actors' original voices.
The television stations hadn’t started to show subtitled
movies, just dubbed ones.
APE CHRONICLES – Were the movies, the TV series
or the comics your point of entry?
SAULO ADAMI – The movies inspired me at first. In
them starred my favorites: Roddy McDowall, Charlton
Heston, Kim Hunter, Franklin J. Schaffner and Jerry
Goldsmith. I found the comics at the newsstands in
1975 at the same time when that TV series with Roddy
McDowall, Ron Harper and James Naughton was being
exhibited in Brazil for the first time. The sun shining on
the newsstand placed at the central square of Brusque
only contributed to increase that good new editions’
‘smell’, which, leaving the quadrant of the newsstand,

accompanied us along the sidewalk even if just for a
few steps. What a privilege to browse and discover the
news. I always felt anxious at seeing the package with
the comic books we had been awaiting for! I gave the
money to the seller and couldn’t stop my hands shaking
of so much anxiety for the irresistible discovery of what
would happen in that number with our painted and
printed heroes.
APE CHRONICLES – Were you already a science
fiction fan? What were your favorites?
SAULO ADAMI – I always liked science fiction; I’ve
read books, among others some by Isaac Asimov and
by Edgar Wallace. I watched some TV series (The
Twilight Zone, The Time Tunnel and Land of Giants),
and I noticed that Apes actors and technicians
participated in those series, and it was to me an
opportunity to know them without the makeup. Later, I
watched other series, including Kung Fu, Daniel Boone
and The Incredible Hulk. However, I’ve never collected
items of another theme; I’ve only gathered those
related to the Planet of the Apes.
APE CHRONICLES – How and when did your
involvement with Planet of the Apes become more of a
serious hobby or career?
SAULO ADAMI – Initially, I’d intended just to study
about Planet of the Apes. The collection was a
consequence. My interest was to know how everything
was made: the Ape City, the makeup of the monkeys
and mutants, the screenplays... You know, I’ve always
expressed a lot of curiosity and I did begin to write my
stories and books soon when I was a boy. I remember
now that I wrote some new adventures for characters
of the movies and of TV series since I was nine-yearsold. Actually, I always wanted to be what I am today: a
professional writer.
APE CHRONICLES – Always?
SAULO ADAMI – A dream doesn't cost a thing and can
come true! In thinking this way, I began to project my
dreams of one day being a writer. A writer with books
published about the most different subjects; a writer
that received letters from readers and collaborators
dispersed around the world; that one day would have a
full bookcase with titles that he had wrote, some of
them published in other languages. That history began
in 1973, when I was eight years of age and began to
frequent the second grade of the elementary school. In
the small bookshelf at my room, there were some
standard works of the Brazilian literature dividing space
with comics – after all, I was "normal" – and dictionaries
of languages; of those, the most attractive for me were
the Spanish and the English ones. Magazines about
movies and TV series also occupied place in that shelf.
APE CHRONICLES – What kind of Apes items did you
find in your country over the years that are unique and
rare in other countries?
SAULO ADAMI – Basically the same Apes items that
you have in the United States, in Canada, in England
whatever, but in smaller quantities for sure. In Brazil, in
spite of its success the film hasn’t resulted in so many

merchandisable items. The comics came out, as well
as the magazines with pictures to cut, to color and play
with. Only in the decade of 1990’s the videos and later
DVDs appeared here. However, I consider the posters
and booklets of the films rare and unique items and I
have some of them. We’ve got here a film that
parodied Ape Saga named O Trapalhão no Planalto
dos Macacos (1976), directed by J. B. Tanko, and a
humorous television program, by TV Globo, O Planeta
dos Homens/Planet of the Men – 1976-1980), in which
three ‘monkeys’ fulfilled the happiness of our Monday
nights. I also have exclusive comic books produced by
Ângelo Júnior and a sculpture done by Ivânio Tomio
(General Ursus made of iron, which I took with me to
Starcon ‘98. Everyone there wanted to buy it!). I can
again mention the documentary Forbidden Zone
Telegraph (2000), with images of my second trip to the
United States (1999) for researches on Apes. Jeff
Krueger and Mark Ragonese filmed it and I can be
seen dressed like and with the Apes makeup
prosthetics of Cornelius and, without the costume and
makeup, in Zuma Beach. I should cite as rare in other
countries the books I wrote, of course!
APE CHRONICLES – What did your family and friends
think of your obsession with Planet of the Apes?
SAULO ADAMI – No, it was not and never has been an
obsession for me. As I say, I am writer and I consider
myself a dedicated researcher. My parents allowed me
to devote to the subject; they bought me the first
comics and our house was the stage where I
developed a small play, Uma Aventura no Mundo dos
Macacos/An Adventure on the Apes World (1980); I
wrote it, directed it and then presented it with some
cousins and friends of the neighborhood. We (the
monkeys) appeared on stage with masks of cardboard,
which we ourselves made and painted, and we dressed
costumes produced by our aunts. I was just a children’s
game that attracted an interested audience.
APE CHRONICLES – When and why did you start your
Apes Fan Club and Century City News fanzine?
SAULO ADAMI – Since 1975, I had been looking for
answers to my doubts regarding the Apes movies. On
April 23, 1978, I saw Beneath the Planet of the Apes
(1970) on TV and recorded the audio on cassettes.
From that day on, I started researching about the Apes
for my book O único humano bom é aquele que está
morto! (1996). In the lack of new research sources, we
created (I and my wife Tina Rosa) the Planet of the
Apes Brazilian Fan Club or Cine Clube Postal
(November 15, 1984). Starting from March of 1985, we
used the club to publish the first series of the fanzine
Century City News, with texts in Portuguese only. Our
fan club didn't charge registration fees and didn’t even
provide identification or certificates to members. There
were no membership fees for the club either. People
wrote to us and became correspondents. There wasn’t
a formal commitment, and that was very productive
because nobody wanted to deal with great
responsibilities. In addition, we didn’t have money for
everything; the publications were our way to make
some cash. It’s still somewhat like those days.

APE CHRONICLES – Did you advertise it back then?
SAULO ADAMI – Yes, in many forms. Because of the
success of the fanzine, I was invited to do a radio
program in which I presented the special session
Bastidores da Sétima Arte/The Seven Art Backastages
(Rádio Araguaia, Brusque), and whenever I could I
spoke about the Apes. Furthermore, Opinião/Opinion, a
newspaper from Itajaí, published my column Planeta
dos Macacos/Planet of the Apes (1986).
APE CHRONICLES – How did people find you or hear
about your fan club?
SAULO ADAMI – To attract new collaborators with
fresh ideas to my work, I published a letter in the
Cinemin magazine (Rio de Janeiro 1988). I quickly
became a reference on the Apes subject here, and my
collection grew and took form as well as my book
received many pages. One of the correspondents of
that time, Haroldo Esteves, from Rio de Janeiro, is one
of my best friends until now.
APE CHRONICLES – Were any of your 1980’s issues
in English?
SAULO ADAMI – Yes, in occasional parts in some of
them. In 1992, when the research sources diminished
in Brazil, I published a new letter, then in the Starlog
magazine, asking for links with fans and researchers
from all around the world. The first answer came from
my great Ape friend Jeff Krueger (Anaheim, California),
who introduced me to Ape Chronicles and later to its
editor, Terry Hoknes. In order to better communicate
with the new friends, I’ve published parts of the editions
of Century City News International Edition in English,
Spanish, German, French and in other languages. At
each edition, 100 to 200 people received their copies.
These editions become themselves kind of a rare
publication and valuable to those fans.
APE CHRONICLES – Do you still have a list of any
fans and members from the 1980’s and 1990’s?
SAULO ADAMI – Yes, it has been included in the Fan
Book of O único humano bom é aquele que está
morto! However, contacts with fans and researchers
have been done through e-mail since 1997.
APE CHRONICLES – Tell me about those little 4 page
booklets that you were giving away back in the 1990’s.
Did it feature a story about you or a story you wrote
about Planet of the Apes?
SAULO ADAMI – I produced them to take with me as a
presentation card at Starcon ‘98. As I don't have great
domain of the English language, I opted for something
that allowed and helped me “to dialogue" with the
visitors of the event. There were two distinct items: an
interview that I gave to Jeff Krueger, Adami of the
Apes, and the short story Invasion of the Apes, which
one had won an award here in Brazil and was
translated by Rosana Paza. It’s the story of a couple
that after watching the premiere of Planet of the Apes
(1968) in London, suddenly starts to "enter in the film",
and they have such ‘reality’ altered by the arrival of the
monkeys to the Earth; streets are being emptied,

houses are being demolished and companies are
replacing their chief executives (apes replacing
humans). This short story was published in fanzines
such as for example Ape Chronicles and Simian Scrolls
(UK) and in my book of stories, O Caso do Esqueleto
Sem Cabeça (S&T Editores 2008).
APE CHRONICLES – How long did you take to write
your first entire book on Planet of the Apes? How did
you market it? How good were the sales?
SAULO ADAMI – As I mentioned before, starting from
that April 23, 1978, I began researching for O único
humano bom é aquele que está morto! The book was
written between 1978 and 1996, in the meantime I
contacted fans from Brazil and abroad. There was a
time when the book consisted of more than 900 pages;
then I went revising, adapting and cutting, and
concluded the first edition with the 176 published
pages. I’ve published it by myself, in spite of having
sought several Brazilian publishers before that. The
real fact was that the movies weren’t being exhibited on
TV and the subject Apes had been forgotten in Brazil.
In that way, in 1996 I decided to publish it
independently. In order to do that, I sold a small piece
of land that I received from my parents and with part of
the money, I published the book. I had initially
contracted the services of Editora Aleph, from São
Paulo but finally broke the deal in 1997, and since then
I’ve got the copyrights on the work. I printed 1.000
copies, and I sold them in bookstores, through mail and
through e-mails. My list of people included in the Fan
Book was helpful. The sales were quite satisfactory,
enough to pay the expenses with the publication.
However, I had still several copies. I looked for on the
Internet and found out the Apes actors and technicians’
addresses. Then I sent them autographed copies,
including in each book a short interview to be answered
by them. Moreover, I told them that I was improving a
new edition. After the publication of the book, I was
asked for newspaper, radio and TV interviews,
including TV3 Medford, Massachusetts in 2001. I was
also invited to fan conventions in São Paulo and in
Pasadena, California.
APE CHRONICLES – Were you happy with the final
version?
SAULO ADAMI – At that time, yes. Today, reviewing
the publication I can find imperfections. Anyway, I knew
that I didn't have alternative except publishing it. It’s
life’s experiences and their results can be good or bad.
In my opinion, it was a great result because it was my
first book published out of Santa Catarina and under a
professional handling. The book was rewarded for the
layout of the cover; Vagner Vargas's illustration was
made from one of my suggestions. The original
painting is part of my personal collection. However,
about the content unhappily some subject matters
haven’t been well explored as I would like. The cause
of that was the lack of available information before that
edition: the narrative of the shows staged by Bill Blake
and Paula Christ; the interviews with Apes actors and
technicians and the exclusive autographed photos, for
example. I’ve got all of them now for new editions.

APE CHRONICLES – Can people still buy copies from
you now?
SAULO ADAMI – There are still few copies. Sure, it’s
possible to buy them. However, I suggest that you wait
a little more, because soon we’ll have innovations...
APE CHRONICLES – Are there any plans for a revised
and enlarged second edition of the book?
SAULO ADAMI – Yes, bilingual. I mean in Portuguese
and English, with exclusive interviews and photos. The
release is foreseen for 2010 or 2011.
APE CHRONICLES – When did you first come to the
United States?
SAULO ADAMI – I travelled to US for the first time in
1998, as a guest of the Starcon ’98. It was an
opportunity that I owe to my friend Jeff Krueger. It has
been he who in Starcon ‘97 collected Apes actors'
autographs in a copy of my book. With that, he woke
up the event organizers’ interest, who invited me to the
convention of the following year. It was the fulfillment of
a dream! – being face to face with the celebrities, the
stars and the technicians that have made the Planet of
the Apes my favorite movies and series. The book
Diários de Hollywood: Um Brasileiro no Planeta dos
Macacos (S&T Editores, 2008) – edited in Portuguese
and in English – included that whole chronicle.
APE CHRONICLES – Did Jeff Krueger help take you
places?
SAULO ADAMI – He did that and much more! I owe
him the opportunities I had to interview Ron Harper,
Buck Kartalian, John Chambers, Bill Blake, Don Pedro
Colley, Natalie Trundy, Booth Colman and others. Jeff
is more than a friend; he’s a brother capable of sharing
with me his dreams and his own reality. In my second
journey to the United States in 1999, they hosted me in
his parents' house, Jack and Rosina. They were very
kind too and made me feel like I was in my own home.
It was an unforgettable experience for me!
APE CHRONICLES – How well do you speak English?
SAULO ADAMI – Not too much, but enough to express
my thoughts and ideas clearly. More than specifically
on grammar and style, I took short conversational
courses to be in Starcon ‘98; after that, I’ve never
deepened my English studies again. In order to answer
this interview, for instance, I hired the work of a
collaborator, Odilon Carlos Correa da Silva, from
Blumenau, Santa Catarina. He’s translated your
question into Portuguese, I’ve answered them in
Portuguese and Odilon translated the answers into
English. We hope we haven’t made critical errors or
mistakes in this interview.
APE CHRONICLES – Which is your favorite Apes film?
SAULO ADAMI – Planet of the Apes (1968) is the best
of them all, but Conquest of the Planet of the Apes
(1972) is my favorite one. Firstly, I dare say, for Paul
Dehn's story; he is the best scriptwriter in the Apes
films and the most competent of them all in my opinion.
Starting with one or two sentences in a telegram from

Arthur P. Jacobs, he was able to develop Escape from
the Planet of the Apes (1971) by Don Taylor, and with
that, he changed the Planet of the Apes Saga's
direction.
APE CHRONICLES – What do you think of the Apes
TV show and cartoons?
SAULO ADAMI – The Apes TV show (1974) could
have been better, from the screenplay to the
production. However, we should consider the barriers
imposed by the makeup and the recordings. I went by
the unpleasantness of the makeup and I can say that
being an Ape isn’t just amusement; it demands some
‘sacrifices’ too. The animated cartoons have brought us
a new pleasure that the films and the live-action shows
didn't allow: a larger proximity to the story’s ‘universe’
created by Pierre Boulle, the great talent of the Planet
of the Apes. In fact, we almost got to launch in Brazil,
by S&T Editores, the book by Boulle. It ended
published here for the first time by other Brazilian
publisher – unhappily with flaws in the translation and
with replacement of the characters' names (Zaius with
Zêius, for example), as well as other nonsense.

Apes movies. I was sure that by reading them I would
have much more interesting information for my book.
Finally, I sent to Los Angeles my first Apes book. After
that, I intended to visit to the 20th - Fox studios in 1998
and 1999, but I didn't have the chance unfortunately.
APE CHRONICLES – Tell me about your book
Diários de Hollywood: Um Brasileiro no Planeta dos
Macacos. When did you start writing and how long did
it take to finish?
SAULO ADAMI – This book is a result of the
notes I wrote down during my trips to the United States
in 1998 and 1999, occasions in which I visited my
friend Jeff Krueger. I wrote the entire book in the year
of 2006, but only published it in 2008 for shortage of
resources before that time. It sells well, since it is in
Portuguese and English, an innovation here and there
for fans and researchers. In addition, it gathers
exclusive pictures and narratives. I’ve also printed it by
myself.

APE CHRONICLES – When did you start The Ape
House? How many Apes collectable/items do you have
in your The Ape House?
SAULO ADAMI – I started it when I returned of
the United States in 1999, after visiting the Loyolla
Marymount University archives, where it is the Arthur P.
Jacobs Collection. I had more than 1,500 Apes items in
my home, and I needed to organize them, to classify
them. That’s the reason why I decided to create The
Ape House.

APE CHRONICLES – What keeps you interesting in
Planet of the Apes after all these years?
SAULO ADAMI – The theme. The theme is fantastic;
the cinematographic experience is fascinating. Today I
can watch the films when and how many times I want,
since I’ve got them in DVD. Moreover, I’ve got books
and other publications related to the subject.
Nevertheless, only in 2008 we had the release in Brazil
of the Pierre Boulle's romance, which here received the
name O Planeta dos Macacos. And as I’ve already
pointed out, it’s a translation replete with gaffes. We,
thru S&T Editores, tried to acquire the publication rights
in Brazil, but we arrived late.

APE CHRONICLES – Do you let people come
and visit The Ape House?
SAULO ADAMI – For sure, always. For that,
it’s enough to enter in contact and request the visit. At
present, my private collection is still conditioned in
boxes in my office, but I also intend to build an
appropriate space for these items and make them
accessible for the public. As I’ve mentioned in the
introduction, in 2001 I’ve also set up an exhibit, The
Ape House, occupying a room in the Shopping
Gracher, in Brusque, during the presentation of the film
Planet of the Apes (2001), directed by Tim Burton.
There were hundreds of visitors from Santa Catarina
and from other States, among them my friends Haroldo
Esteves, who came from Rio de Janeiro, and Nelson
Alonso Saviano Júnior, from São Paulo. Those friends
of mine did help me with my researches for the book of
1996, O único humano humano bom é aquele que está
morto!

APE CHRONICLES – What other projects have you
been involved with and what are your future plans?
SAULO ADAMI – I really have many projects in
mind, among them a second reviewed and enlarged
edition of O único humano bom é aquele que está
morto! (in 2010 or 2011); a book about the production
of the screen test with Charlton Heston and Edward G.
Robinson, A História Proibida do Planeta dos
Macacos/Planet of the Apes: The Forbidden History, in
Portuguese and English. There’s also a planned book
of interviews, Talking Apes, with more than 30
participations of Apes celebrities, stars and technicians,
a book of stories, Perdidos no Planeta dos
Macacos/Lost on the Planet of the Apes and a book of
comic strips, A História Humana Deve Ser Esquecida,
together with Ângelo Júnior. By the way, there is the
possibility to gather them all into a single edition. I
haven’t decide it yet, and the time will tell, let’s hope so.
I hope hear from you soon. Thank you. Best regards.

APE CHRONICLES – Have you ever talked to 20th
Century Fox?
SAULO ADAMI – Yes, several times. In fact, I
went to Fox Film do Brasil in the decade of 1990’s, and
there I tried contact with American producers, since I
had several ideas to give sequence to Apes Saga. You
see my ambition! Then, I got in touch with them and I
tried to access the contents of the screenplays for the
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POTA Memorabilia Collector
I have been a Planet of the Apes fan since the
movie came out. In those days movies premiered
in the "Big" theatres in Manhattan, ran there a few
weeks then came to the 'Local" theatres here in
Brooklyn. Since I was only seven I had to wait til
the film played locally. I was already a big sci fi
fan by way of shows like LOST IN SPACE and
STAR TREK on television. My father (a big sci fi
fan himself) took my brother & I to see it as soon
as it hit the local theatres and I've loved the film
ever since.
Collecting sci fi memorabilia has been a lifelong
passion. When APES premiered I clipped ads
and article from the newspapers & magazines
and when the trading cards came out I started
collecting right away. I saved the cards and
wrappers and SO wanted the box the packs of
cards came in but the local drugstore that sold
them told me I had to buy a whole unopened box
to get it! Alas, I didn't have the funds to do that so
I never got a box. Now they're too expensive! My
dad and brother loved the film so my obsessive
collecting fit right in with the male portion of my
family.
Have I ever been a member of a fan club? Hell, I
STARTED the first worldwide LOST IN SPACE
fanclub, complete with home-made fanzines and
a membership card back in 1973!!!
When I had more time I was actively involved in
websites like Uncleodie's Collectibles.com and
Jupiter 2.com. I did contribute an article about
collecting POTA merchandise which is still
viewable on Uncleodie's website. Right now I am
working on a LOST IN SPACE book with another
lifelong fan.
I belong to several POTA YahooGroups, and it
never ceases to amaze me how much new
material these talented people can unearth and
create about a series of films that ceased
production over 30 years. ago! New, fresh
artwork, comic strips, radio teleplays-you name
it! I wish I was that talented!
I really haven't been involved with any of the
APES fanzines and magazines due to time
constraints-plus, these folks know WAY more
than I do about APES anyway!
The only star I've met was Linda Harrison at a
Thriller Theatre Convention several years ago.
Very nice lady-very charming. She had a LONG
line behind me for autographs so we didn't get to
chat for long.
My favorite APES-related person is and always

has been Roddy Mc Dowell. He was a wonderful
actor in all his varied roles and I was very
saddened to learn of his death. He is sorely
missed. In keeping with this, Cornelius, Caesar
and Galen are my favorite APES characters.
My favorite APES film? The first, naturally, but
CONQUEST is a very close second. When the
'original' version of CONQUEST was finally
released, for me it was like seeing it all over again
for the first time. I loved the TV series and was
disappointed when CBS cancelled it so
prematurely. The cartoons were interesting in that
the budget constraints were gone so the apes
could finally drive cars and fly airplanes as they
did in Boulle's novel.
I have never made a list of all my APES
collectibles but I have quite a collection, including
5 original one-sheet posters, a PLANET window
card, pressbooks, photos, lobby cards, and the
prize of my collection, a Marcus door-panel from
the first film. Nowadays with a limited budget I
mostly purchase 8x10 photos as they are still
reasonably priced.
I collect lots of non-APES stuff like items from
Irwin Allen's TV series like LOST IN SPACE. That
collection is huge, with hundreds of rare photos,
original scripts, etc.
Like I said I started collecting in the mid-sixties
and still have most of the items I got then in my
collection. Occasionally a fellow fan will give me a
call and ask if they can come over and see my
stuff, which I gladly oblige. After all, what good is
having all these items if I can't show them off
once in a while? A Canadian cable show called
Fan Atic expressed some interest in doing a
segment on me but Brooklyn is too far from
Canada so the deal fell through!
I had contacted Fox about receiving free stuff
about various TV series and received a few
presskits on shows like BATMAN and LOST IN
SPACE but by the mid-seventies they stopped
that practice.
As I mentioned earlier I am in the process of
collaborating with a friend on a LOST IN SPACE
book to be published soon.
Everything about the APES franchise fascinates
me, from the actors to the sets and props. After
having seen all the films & TV series many many
times it's the behind-the-scenes tidbits that keep
my interest now, along with the new items like
fanfic stories and artwork being created. Great
stuff like that keeps the APES alive for me!

The IRWIN ALLEN / POTA Connection
By Bruce Fedow
From all reports The Fox studios in California in
the 1960’s were huge. Add to that the Malibu
Ranch and it’s outdoor filming locations and you
have an enormous panorama available for
television shows and motion pictures to use and
re-use.
It was inevitable that Fox films like the Planet of
the Apes series would borrow props, music, etc.
from the television shows of the time, and in fact
the APES series borrowed a great deal more
from producer Irwin Allen and his four successful
television shows (Lost in Space, Voyage to the
Bottom of the Sea, Time Tunnel, and Land of the
Giants) than from anyone else.
Let’s start with PLANET-or rather, its short
predecessor, the presentation reel starring
Charlton Heston and Linda Harrison, who made it
to the finished film, and Edward G. Robinson and
James Brolin, who did not. The limited staff
responsible for producing the reel was given a
five thousand dollar budget with which to
proceed. To cut costs, all the music used with the
presentation film was lifted from Lost in Space,
and was quite effective.
The first APES film and the third season of Lost
in Space were filmed simultaneously in adjoining
indoor studios and even some of the same
outdoor locations. The Space episode “Hunter’s
Moon” was shot in the same outdoor area as was
used during the astronaut’s pursuit by the apes.
Space star Guy Williams runs under the same
waterfall in his bid to escape an alien predator in
the episode, minus the high-pressure water
hoses used in APES.
During filming of this television show two of its
co-stars, bubble-headed aliens in purple smocks
happened upon a gorilla soldier from APES
(without his gloves) during filming and some
fascinating never-used publicity shots were taken.
In the Lost in Space episode “Fugitives in
Space” a gorilla appliance was used for the
visage of the alien Creech, played by Hill Street
Blue’s Michael Conrad. For the series the gorilla
face pieces were painted white, wispy white hair
was attached to his scalp and fangs were added
to the simian mouth pieces, making the gorilla
appliance almost unrecognizable. Conrad later
remarked he did not enjoy his stint on Lost in
Space
and
found
the
makeup
very
uncomfortable.
If the sound of Heston’s spaceship crashing in
the first APES film sounded familiar it’s because it
was created by combining the sound of the

Jupiter 2 from Lost in Space crashing with
Batmobile noises from that other Fox show. And
the seat astronaut Taylor sits in while he smokes
his stogie? It was a genuine Air Force seat that
had been used in Allen’s last television sci fi
series Land of the Giants-six seats in all-by the
sub-orbital transport Spindift . And the little red
wheel on the rear hatch of the Icarus was no
doubt previously used on the Seaview submarine
in Allen’s series Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea.
By the time BENEATH was being filmed all but
one of Irwin Allen’s series (Land of the Giants)
had been cancelled. The Giants episode “Secret
City of Limbo” used the Grand Central Station
staircase first used in Hello, Dolly and later in
BENEATH. It was redressed, obliterating all the
lettering with a black paintjob and instead of a
subway staircase was just some stairs in a cave
full of giants.
Brent’s crashed spaceship has three crumpled
landing legs in the aft section. This is the last time
the landing legs of the Jupiter 2 were ever seen
on film. The full-sized mockup of the Jupiter 2
spaceship had been destroyed years earlier. The
set decoration team of William Creber, Walter M.
Scott and Sven Wickman worked on both Lost in
Space and BENEATH so it’s easy to determine
how they came up with this design for the rear of
Brent’s ship.
The air duct Brent and Nova travel through in
the underground tunnels was originally created
as a sewer pipe for the pilot episode of Land of
the Giants. It was then moved to the BENEATH
set for shooting and modified.
Rumor has it it was also used in CONQUEST
when Caesar speaks to Mac Donald in the
tunnels but this is highly unlikely as Irwin Allen
was filming Poseidon Adventure at the same time
and used the tube again-this time, inverted as
the Poseidon’s smoke stack the hapless ship’s
passengers had to climb, with disastrous results
for Akers-played of course by Roddy Mc Dowell!
The version of ESCAPE that made it to theatres
owes nothing to Irwin Allen. The version filmed,
which featured the three ape-o-nauts in space at
the film’s opening is another story. A new interior
set was built for the capsule utilizing some of the
control panels previously used in Allen’s shows ,
and the Land of the Giants liftoff couches are
back again. The only other Lost in Space/Voyage
to the Bottom of the Sea relic re-used is the late
Albert Salmi as the evil interrogator (he appeared
in both aforementioned series).
The next film in the series, CONQUEST,
borrowed excessively from Irwin and Fox with
glee. Ever wonder why the gorillas in
CONQUEST wore red jumpsuits instead of black
or purple like their future uniforms? Granted,

black would not have shown up in the “night
scenes” anyway, but what about purple? The
REAL reason was that Fox, thanks to Irwin’s
shows, had dozens of surplus jumpsuits dyed
red, yellow, green and light blue, so these were
used again-this time for apes instead of crew
members of the Seaview or Time Tunnel’s
Project Tic Toc. If there was a fourth species of
ape (baboons maybe?) they would have been
wearing light blue. Speaking of Time Tunnel all
the personnel at the Time Tunnel Complex wore
yellow armbands with a black hourglass on them.
These were turned sideways and used by apes
like Caesar and Lisa in CONQUEST who worked
in Ape Management.
The controls that administered electric shocks
to Caesar were leftovers from Time Tunnel also,
slightly altered for its new deadly purpose. As
Mac Donald runs down the hall to the “circuitry
room” and shuts off the power unit about to kill
Caesar we can see panels originally used in the
galley of the Jupiter 2. And as Gov. Breck shoots
a renegade gorilla in the Ape Management
section behind the ape we can see banks of
flashing controls (called “slants”) that made their
first appearance in Time Tunnel years before.
Any glimpse of Irwin’s props in BATTLE are
obviously in the mutant camp in the former Ape
management headquarters. The first item easily
recognizable is one of the computers that sat
atop the main control panels of the Jupiter 2 and
also in the Batcave, unplugged and obviously out
of order, seen in the background as Kolp waxes
nostalgic about the late Gov. Breck.
Later, as Alma summons Mendez to the control
room, she uses a Time Tunnel control panel. As
Mac Donald, Caesar and
Virgil
view the
testimony of Caesar’s parents more “slants” can
be seen behind Mac Donald. The (previously
edited but then restored) scene of Alma and Kolp
in the Alpha-Omega launch center before the
attack on the apes contains several modified
consoles that no doubt had a previous life on
Voyage, Lost in Space and Time Tunnel on an
alien spaceship or two.
As the films’ saga had now gone full circle the
folks at Fox had decided to “re-imagine” the
series and start it allover again-this time on
television, as the ratings for CBS had skyrocketed
the nights they first telecast the APES movies,
and a television show would be much cheaper to
produce than more films. The studio had saved
masks, costumes, weapons, etc. from the films,
and, thankfully, the full-sized exterior spaceship
prop, modified several times to accommodate the
demands for filming BENEATH and ESCAPE.
The capsule interior sets were saved as well from
the edited ESCAPE scenes
And would be re-used in the television pilot
“Escape
from
Tomorrow.”As
mentioned

previously the computers behind their seats and
the seats themselves were Irwin leftovers.
In the episode “The Legacy,” our three travelers
uncover a final message from the scientists of
Earth before the apes’ revolution that ended
human civilization via a still-operating “viewer.”
Inside the viewer we see a small section of the
Jupiter 2’s circuitry panels that were to the right of
the airlock and glowed yellow, white and orange.
Most of the set had, of course, been destroyed
years ago but these small sections were not.
Later in the episode the astronauts & Galen open
another secret panel and find a room full of stillfunctioning machinery, much of it painted orange,
all of it courtesy of Irwin Allen productions. Allen
would later use some of these props again in the
Towering Inferno film.
Perhaps if the Planet of the Apes television
series had run for more than 14 episodes Virdon,
Burke and Galen might have discovered more
museums full of computers, more Earth
astronauts would have landed on this strange
planet, and if the mutants from the movies had
re-appeared in the series, chances are all these
props would have been used again that had once
lifted the Jupiter 2 into space, activated the
mysterious Time Tunnel, and
powered the
fabulous submarine Seaview and the sub-orbital
transport Spindrift.
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PLANET OF THE APES - MAGAZINE ARTICLES DATABASE
Here is a random sample of some unique very hard to find magazines that feature POTA

PLANET OF THE APES - MAGAZINE ARTICLES DATABASE
YEAR / MAGAZINE TITLE / DATE / ISSUE # / PAGE NUMBERS / ARTICLE TITLE / PHOTOS & PINUPS /
POTA ADS
1964 SAGA: THE MAGAZINE FOR MEN / May 1964 / VOL. 28, NO. 2 / Abridged Version Of Pierre Boulle's
Planet Of The Apes Novel / 1 Colour & 1 B&W Illustration (1st ever POTA illustrations)
1964 FILMS IN REVIEW (Burton/Taylor cover) Planet review 02/1964 20
1964 BIG SCREEN SCENE Showguide POTA cover UK 03/1964 6
1965 BIZARRE MYSTERY MAGAZINE / November 14 1965 / Vol 1. Issue #2 / small digest sized book /
Abridged Version Of Pierre Boulle's Planet Of The Apes Novel / 2 B&W Illustrations p 94-143 (50 pages)
1967 LIFE / August 8 / (make-up article) (Veruschka cover) Aug.8 1967 10
1968 FILMS AND FILMING / April / (Jacqueline Bisset and Michael Sarrazin cover) / POTA movie review
1968 KINO #20 / Czech Movie Film Magazine / 1 page article on POTA movie with Charlton Heston
1968 NEWSWEEK (students cover) (PL review) Feb 26 1968 5
1968 LIFE Vol. 64 No. 19 (Paul Newman cover) "Planet" review by Schickel May 10 1968 5
1968 CASTLE OF FRANKENSTEIN No.12 (Racquel Welch cover) 1968 8
1968 FAMOUS MONSTERS OF FILMLAND #52 (Barnabas cover) 1970s ?
1968 AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER / April / POTA article
1968 FAMOUS MONSTERS #52 / ?
1968 FILMS IN REVIEW / March / 3 page article on 1st film
1968 FILMS AND FILMING / April / 2 Page POTA Photo Spread & Charlton Heston Interview (UK Release)1968
BIG SCREEN SCENE UK / April - POTA Cover story
1968 LIFE Vol 64 No 19 / May 10 / Paul Newman cover / Movie: Planet of the Apes, reviewed by Richard
Schickel.
1968 SEVENTEEN / May / short blip on Planet of The Apes with Charlton Heston1968 MOVIE NEWS Vol 4 No 7
/ July / Australia mag / POTA
1968 MOVIE NEWS Vol 4 No 8 / August / Australia mag / POTA
1968 PHOTOPLAY / August / PLANET OF THE APES. LINDA HARRISON. FULL PAGE COLOUR BIKINI PIC
AND ARTICLE1968 SIGHT AND SOUND Film Quarterly #149 / Vol #37 #3
1969 CASTLE OF FRANKENSTEIN #12 / POTA preview
1969 CASTLE OF FRANKENSTEIN #13 / Zaius cover / Planet Of The apes returns: Exclusive secret facts, etc.
revealed for the first time.
1969? MAD Magazine No. 13 Italy MINT! 02/1969 21
1970 EL HERALDO DE MEXICO / Mexican Newspaper Supplement 12 pages / Urko on cover from Beneath /
articles on POTA and King Kong
1970 CINEFANTASTIQUE Vol. 1 No.1 (Alan Arkin cover) Beneath review 10
1970 STAR CINE BRAVOURE #167 (Beneath pictorial) France Sep. 1, 1970 10
1970 SCREEN STORIES (Johnny Cash cover ) Beneath story August 1970 Vol 69 No. 8

1970 EL HELARDO 11 x 14.75" tabloid 16 pages Beneath article Mexico by El Heraldo de Mexico #241
1970 FILM BULLETIN / April 6 / POTA
1970 FILM BULLETIN / May 4 / POTA
1970 FILM BULLETIN / June / POTA
1970 FILM BULLETIN / July 20 / POTA
1970 CASTLE OF FRANKENSTEIN No.15 Demon cover) (Beneath article) 1970 -/1.5
1970? FAMOUS MONSTERS OF FILMLAND #80 (gorilla wall cover) one cover loose 1970 11.5/
1970 CASTLE OF FRANKENSTEIN #15 / Beneath The Planet Of The apes: Two different critiques.
1970 MIDI-MINUIT FANTASTIQUE #22 / French Sci-fi magazine inspired by Famous Monsters of Filmland. “Le
Cinema de Science Fiction on un Pessimisme Cosmique” which covers sf films from “Metropolis” through the
Universal-International films of the Fifties (“Creature from the Black Lagoon” etc.) up to and including “Planet of
the Apes
1970 FILMS IN REVIEW / April / 1 page article on Beneath
1970 CINEFANTASTIQUE #1 / Vol 1 / Beneath review
1970 FAMOUS MONSTERS #80 / October / Cover story Beneath the POTA
1971 L INCROYABLE CINEMA #4 / Spring / Beneath POTA
1971 CINEFANTASTIQUE #1 / Vol 4 / Escape1971 FAMOUS MONSTERS #85 / July / Cover story Escape From
the POTA
1971 FILMS IN REVIEW / August / Cover story photo and 2 page article on Escape
1971 FILM BULLETIN / June / Beneath
1971 SCREEN STORIES (Liz Taylor cover) Escape story July 1971 Vol 70 No.8 5
1971 SCHOLASTIC SCOPE (Planet/Beneath/Escape cover) Sep.27, 1971 1971 FILMS IN REVIEW (Escape cover) Aug-Sep 1971 10
1971 BOX OFFICE (ES cover and coverage) North Central Edition july 19,1971 4
1971 SCREEN STORIES / July / (Elizabeth Taylor cover) Roddy McDowall and Kim Hunter - Escape From POTA
- 5 page article and b/w portrait and 4 b/w photos
1971 POP / 1971 / Mexican Magazine mostly on rock music / (George Harrison cover) / POTA article with
Charlton Heston / plus ELP, Traffic, The Hollies etc.
1972 SCREEN STORIES / August / (Jacklyn Kennedy cover) / Conquest Of POTA and Roddy McDowall 9 page
article w/ b/w portrait and 9 large b/w photos
1972 CINEFANTASTIQUE No.2 (Liberty cover) Summer 1972 1972 SCREEN STORIES (Jackie O cover) Conquest story August 1972 Vol 71 No. 8 20
1972? FAMOUS MONSTERS OF FILMLAND #85 (Escape cover) 1972 ?
1972 MONSTER TIMES #11 (muzzle cover) June 14 1972 -/5
1972 MONSTER TIMES #12 (Gorgo cover) June 28 1972 3
1972 MONSTER TIMES # 14 (Wolfman cover) Conquest article July 31 1972

1972 MONSTER TIMES #6 / April? / One paragraph Conquest mention and 1 b&w photo
1972 CINEFANTASTIQUE #6 / Vol 2 #2 / Dale Winogura goes behind the scenes to delve into the making of a
film series by interviewing nearly everyone creativeky involved in the production of the Planet Of The apes films..
On the filming of Conquest Of The Planet Of The apes: Dale Winogura tagged along with director J. Lee
Thompson & Co to discover that what looks very exciting on the big movie turns out to be a lot of hard work.
1972 CINEFANTASTIQUE / Summer / Complete POTA special including cover and interviews
1972 READ MAGAZINE Vol 22 No 2 / September 22nd / POTA Cover Story - Man Into Tape / 4 page article
including 4 b&w photos
1972?? MONSTER TIMES #12 / July / article about Beneath
1972 WORLD OF HORROR #1 / Conquest1972 SCREEN STORIES / August / article about Conquest1972
FILMS IN REVIEW / October / 2 page article on Conquest
1972 WORLD OF HORROR #5 / POTA
1973 FAMOUS MONSTERS #95 / January /
1973 MAD #153 / May / Cover drawing and POTA satire comic strip
1973 MONSTER TIMES #24 / July / article about Battle
1973 FILMS IN REVIEW / August / 1/4 page article on Battle
1973 SCREEN WORLD 1974 FILM ANNUAL / 1 page article on Battle with 5 photos b&w
1973 MAD No. 157 (ape cover) 1971 1(4)
1973? CRACKED #123 (ape cover) 1971 -/1.5
1973 MONSTER TIMES #24 (Skull cover) Battle article July 1 1973 8
1973 MONSTER TIMES #33 (Marcus cover) May 1 1973 -/5
1973 STARLOG #7 (Star Wars cover) David Gerrold article 07/1973 1973? FAMOUS MONSTERS OF FILMLAND #95 (Ladyvamp cover) Conquest article
1973 SCREEN STORIES (Jackie & John John cover) Battle story August 1973 Vol 72 No. 8
1973 CRACKED KING SIZED (7th Ann.) (Sumo cover) (Beneath spoof) 1973 1973 CRACKED GIANT (9th Ann.) (soup cover) (Escape spoof) 1973 1973 TERROR FANTASTIC (PL cover) Spain No 16 Enero 1973 13
1973 CASTLE OF FRANKENSTEIN No. 23 (Ursus drawing cover) 1973 ?
1973 SCHOLASTIC SCOPE (Battle cover) Sep.27, 1973 1973 CREEM (overview article) Oct 1973 vol 5 No. 5
1973 FILM BULLETIN / May / Battle
1973 SCREEN STORIES / August / (Jackie Kennedy cover) Battle For POTA - Roddy McDowall 4 page article
plus 5 b/w photos
1974 NEWSWEEK / Sept 16 / No 12 (Richard Nixon cover) / New fall TV shows article w/ POTA
1974 MONSTER TIMES #37 (Gammera cover) Apes TV article December 1 1974 -

1974 MOVIE MONSTERS No.1 (Cyclops cover) 11/1974
1974 MEDIASCENE (Film review) (BT cover) No.10 May-June 1874 5
1974 POSTERBOOK by Top Sellers (Urko poster)
1974 LOOK-IN Junior TV Times (TV casy cover) (UK) No.43 N0V 2 1974 15
1974 SEARS WISH BOOK 1974 (ads for game, costumes, megos and playset) Sears 1974
1974 JC PENNEY CHRISTMAS CATALOG 1974 1974 11
1974? FAMOUS MONSTERS OF FILMLAND #103 (Creature cover) Jacobs obituary
1974 TV Guide (Chico & the Man cover) "The Surgeon" Iowa edition Oct. 19-25 1974
1974 TV Guide (The Waltons cover) "The Deception" Canada edition Oct. 26-Nov.1 1974
1974 TV Guide (M*A*S*H cover) "Horse Race" Indiana edition Nov2-8 1974
1974 TV Guide (Sophia Loren cover) "The Interrogation" conquest Premiere Colorado Nov. 9-15
1974 TV Guide (The Godfather cover) "The Tyrant" Oregon edition nov. 16-22 1974 3
1974 TV Guide (What a Week cover) "The Cure" canada edition Nov. 23-29 1974 3
1974 TV Guide (Christie Love cover) cancellation notice "Up Above..." indiana Nov.30-Dec 6
1974 TV Guide (Michael Landon cover) On the Set article episode pre-empted 1 NC edition dec. 7 -13 -/5
1974 TV Guide (Good Times cover) "Up Above..." postponed New Orleans edition Dec. 14-20
1974 TV Guide (Santa Clause cover) "Escape From Tomorrow' repeat Colorado ed Dec. 21-27
1974 FAMOUS MONSTERS #103
1974 MONSTER TIMES #33 / April / 7 page article including 24 small b&w photos and 1 full page color 1st movie
ad
1974 FAMOUS MONSTERS #108
1974 CASTLE OF FRANKENSTEIN #23 / POTA Cover story and special All about the five theatrical releases
and the TV series / Roddy McDowall Interview
1974 / LOOK-IN (JUNIOR TV TIMES) / 2 Nov 1974 / Issue #43 / Painted POTA TV cover by Arnaldo Putzu / 2
Page B&W POTA TV show article & photos
1975 / LOOK-IN (JUNIOR TV TIMES) / 11 January 1975 / Issue #3 / Painted POTA TV cover by Arthur Ranson /
2 Page colour POTA TV show article & photos1974? SMASH / Scholastic Books / POTA Cover - Inside Planet Of
The Apes
1974 TV GUIDE December 7th / TV Show article
1974 MOVIE MONSTERS #1 / December / b&w photos of POTA
1975 FLIP / 1975 January / POTA article
1975 MOVIE MONSTERS #2 / Zaius cover drawing
1975? 16 MAGAZINE / Feb / 1 page / Spot The Errors! page (line drawing of Caesar, Lisa & Cornelius from
Battle)
1975 CRACKED / March / Issue #123 / TV Series parody & Cover Painting1975 FAMOUS MONSTERS #113 /

brief tv series mention
1975 WORLD OF HORROR #5 / Cover story and article about Battle
1975 FAMOUS MONSTERS #118 / brief tv series mention
1975 FAMOUS MONSTERS #120 / October / Review of Cornelius Mask / POTA drawing
1975 TV Guide (Movin' On cover) PLANET showing NC edition April 19-26 1975
1975? FAMOUS MONSTERS OF FILMLAND #108 (Kong cover) Battle article 06/1970
1975 SMASH (missing poster and middle pages) (has some stamps) vol. 1 No. 3 1975 9
1975 WORLD OF HORROR (Mandemus cover) UK No. 5 1975 8
1975 MOVIE MONSTERS No.2 (Zaius cover) 01/1975
1975 MODERN MOVIES HOLLYWOOD EXPOSED / June / (Cher Elvis and Robert Redford cover) / article on
FBI Raids POTA star Roddy McDowall's House for Contraband Films
1975 TV GUIDE / September? / Return To POTA Cartoons small ad
1976 FANTASTIC FILMS (Heston interview) (Star TrekTMP/Black Hole cover) 01/1976?
1977 STAR FORCE Vol. 2 No. 2 (POTA overview) Jedi cover 03/1977 5
1977 STARLOG #45 (Hawk cover) POTA tv films 03/19771977 STARLOG #7 / June / 3 page article / 3 b&w
photos and 1 color photo
1977 FAMOUS MONSTERS #135 / July / Profile of actor Jay Robinson "Bandor" from tv series
1977 KING OF THE MONSTERS / 4 page article with B&W photos / Conquering The POTA
1978 STAR WARP / August / VOL.1 NO.3 / 9 Page Article with B&W photos / Planet Of The Apes: The Movie
That Couldn't Be made1978 FAMOUS MONSTERS #149 / November
1978 TV GUIDE / May 27 / (Phil Donahue cover) / POTA ad
1978 STAR WARP #3 (Rockets illustration cover) POTA article / Interview with Isaac Asimov, U.F.O. (a short
lived television series), Forbidden Planet, Earth Star, Brian DePalma, Chris Lee, First Men In The Moon,
Robinson Crusoe On Mars, Buck Rogers
1978 STAR WARP #4 / Winter / (Demonic Goblin drawing on cover) Linda Harrison in POTA article / Dr.
Strange, Goddesses Of The Galaxies (featuring pics of Jane Seymour in Sinbad And The Eye Of The Tiger, Julia
Adams in The Creature From The Black Lagoon, Caroline Munro in At The Earth's Core, Julie Ege in The
Creature The World Forgot, Fay Wray in King Kong, Zsa Zsa Gabor in Queen Of Outer Space, Beverly Garland
in It Conquered The World, Carrie Fisher in Star Wars etc.), Fantastic Voyage (with Raquel Welch), The Invasion
Of The Body Snatchers Returns, It Came From Outer Space, Battlestar Galactica vs. Star Wars
1978 FAMOUS MONSTERS OF FILMLAND #149 (Battlestar cover) Beneath article Nov. 1978
1978 STAR WARP (Overview article) August 1978 Vol.1 No.8 6
1979 VAMPIR No. 18 (Alien cover) Five film overview Germany
1979 STARBURST No. 16 (Black Hole Cover) POTA overlook article UK Vol. 2 No. 4
1979 STARBURST Issue #16 (Vol 2 #4)
1980 QUESTAR / December
1980 FANGORIA # 6 (article on Apes saga/C3PO & R2D2 cover) 1980 7

1981 STARLOG / January / Mark Lenard Interview
1982 STARLOG # 105 (Highlander cover) POTA Revisited 03/1982 1
1982 CRACKED COLLECTORS' EDITION / September / Various POTA parodies
1985? STARLOG # 117 (Nightflyers cover) Lenard interview no. 117 April 1987 4
1986? STARLOG # 160 (Flash cover) hunter interview 10/1986 1
1986 STARLOG #105 / April / POTA article
1987 CRACKED MAGAZINE DIGEST #5 / $2.50 cover price / POTA comic strip parody featuring Ronald
Reagan
1988 NATIONAL DOLL WORLD / March - April 88 / 4 page article / Dolls And Toys On The Planet Of The Apes /
6 Colour Pictures
1990 MIDNIGHT MARQUEE #41 / Excavating Beneath the Planet of the apes: Beware the Beast-Man! by Arthur
Lundquist
1990 EPI-LOG (ST:TNG cover) TV Series Guide No.1 Summer 1990 10
1990 COMICS SCENE #13 (Malibu article) (TMNT cover) 05/1986 ?
1991 CRACKED MONSTER PARTY / Issue #11 / January / Reprint of Beneath Parody: Underneath The POTA
1991 FILMFAX #24 Dec/Jan / Charlton Heston Moses cover / interview with Charlton Heston talking about Ben
Hur, Ten Commandments, Planet of the Apes, Soylent Green, and many more movies, plus a rare Camel
cigarette advertisement. He is featured on the cover with an 8 page article/interview with 13 photos inside1992
FILM THREAT #25 Vol 2 #2 / February / POTA
1992 EPI-LOG REVISED #1 / Winter Special / POTA tv series1992 CULT MOVIES #7 / all 5 films reviewed
1992 EPI-LOG Special (Matthew Star cover) TV Series Guide special #5 Dec.1992 5
1993 EPI-LOG (Hunter cover) TV Series Guide #28 March 1993 8
1993 EPI-LOG (Quantum Leap Cover) Return Guide #9 July/Aug 1993 ?
1994 SCI-FI UNIVERSE (Star Wars cover) (Oliver Stone article) Vol 1 issue 1 July 1994 8
1994 AMC MAGAZINE "Apes Go Classic" cover 08/1994 10.5
1994 SCI-FI UNIVERSE #1 / June/July / Small Galen photo on cover / 25th anniversary of POTA
1995 FILM COMMENT #179 / Sept/Oct / POTA
1995 STARLOG # 213 (Babylon 5 cover) Harrison interview #213 April 1995 4
1996 BAD AZZ MO FO #2 / Planet of the apes movies
1996 ACTION FIGURE NEWS & TOY REVIEW (Mego photos) (Jedi cover) No.43 May 1997 BRITISH ESQUIRE
(Beckinsale cover) (10 things to know) UK 05/1997 8
1997 STARLOG # 289 (Apelog cover) John Chambers article 07/1997 7
1997 MODEL AND TOY COLLECTOR ISSUE #38 Sausville article Winter 1997 5
1997 UNDER COVER TV article) Argentina 06/1997 10
1997 SCARY MONSTERS Magazine #24 Conquest article Sepember 1997 #24 10
1997 MAKE-UP ARTIST #5 / Feb/Mar - Cover story and article on John Chambers - makeup artist

1997 YOUR FLESH #35 / Spring / Indie arts magazine / POTA movies
1997 MODEL AND TOY COLLECTOR / Winter 1997 / Issue #38 / 6 Page article by Chris Sausville & POTA
cover painting by Frank Villa1997 APESFAN #1 / POTA Fanzine 60 B&W A4 pages
1998 SCARLET STREET #26 / 5 page article on Roddy McDowall includes 2 POTA b&w photos
1998 TOY FARE / September / POTA 3 page article with 3 large color photos
1998 AMERICAN MOVIE CLASSICS / September / Cover story - Apes Go Classic
1998 STARBURST Special #37 (Star Trek Special cover) 30th Anniversary article UK 1998
1998 ACTION FIGURE NEWS & TOY REVIEW Mego photos) (wrestle cover) No. 74 Dec 10
1998 TV WEEK from Charlotte Observer (AMC Fest.cover) Sept.6-12, 1998 1999 APESFAN Fanzine Special Edition Tribute to Roddy McDowall 1999 8
1999 NON-SPORT UPDATE (Archives article w/ promo card) V.10 No.2 April-May 1999 4.5
1999 COMIC BOOK MARKETPLACE No. 68 (Ursus cover) 04/1995 ?
1999 TOY SHOP #210 (Pez cover) Sep 10 1999 #210
1999 VIDEOSCOPE #29 / Jan/Feb / all 5 movies
1999 SCARLET STREET #33
1999 AUSTRALIAN COLLECTORHOLICS MAGAZINE / March / Cover photo of Galen / article on POTA cards
1999 EMPIRE #117 / March
1999 COMIC BOOK MARKETPLACE #68 / May / Cover story on POTA comics / huge 24 pages on POTA
including interviews with Doug Moench, Terry Hoknes, 25 b&w photos and 41 color photos
1999 SCI-FI & FANTASY MODELS INTERNATIONAL MAGAZINE #38 / article by Jim Key - 8 pages with
sketches and photos
1999 APESFAN #2 Annual / POTA Fanzine / Oscar Winner Kim Hunter (Zira) Actress Natalie Trundy (and wife of
producer Arthur P. Jacobs) / Bobby Porter (Cornelius in Battle for POA and TV) Film historian Eric Greene apes
news and events A look at the new Behind the Planet of the apes documentary Plus Videos, essays, behind-thescenes profiles, and more.
1999 FILMFAX #74 / Nov/Dec / interview with Linda Harrison
2000 FILMFAX (Flash Gordan cover) (Hunter interview) June/July 2000 No.79 8
2000 MODELER’S RESOURCE (ape commander cover) No.38 Feb/Mar 2000 6
2001 MODELER’S RESOURCE (Phantom cover) No.41 Aug/Sep 2001 6
2001 FILMFAX (Metropolis cover) (Gregory Interview) n0.84 April/May 2001 8
2001 STARBURST Jurassic cover) No. 276 Aug 2001 6
2001 SFX Includes all 6 films, Both TV Series w/ two stills from 2001 UK special Edition
2001 COMIC BUYERS GUIDE May 18 / POTA Comic Cover story
2001 CINEFEX #87 / new POTA movie
2001 PREMIERE (JAPAN) / September / 10 page article on new movie plus cover photo of Mark Wahlberg and

female ape
2001 MAD #411 / November / POTA strip
2001 MOVIELINE / May / Heston Goes Ape line on cover / Charlton Heston: The Alpha and Omega Man 6 1/2
pages - FP photo of Charlton on orig. "Planet of the Apes" set
+ 5 other pics of Chuck with: director William Wyler & Stephen Boyd (lg.); Janet Leigh; Yul Brynner, Danny Kaye
& Cecil B. DeMille; Darryl F. Zanuck
2001?? SCARY MONSTERS #32 gorilla face illustration on cover plus article
2001 KITBUILDERS (Kitbuilders goes Ape!) Spring 2001 Issue #38 8
2001 ACTION FIGURE NEWS & TOY REVIEW (Python cover) POTA pullout Guide #105 June
2001 ACTION FIGURE NEWS & TOY REVIEW (Reservoir Dogs cover) Medicom No. 101 June
2001 CHILLER THEATRE (Apes cover) No.15 2001 7
2001 FACE (Milo cover) POTA Special Edition Vol 2 No. 55 August 2001
2001 HOUSE Apes edition (Liberty cover) Vol 1 No.3 2001
2001 VIDEO WATCHDOG (Zaius cover) "Evolution" review No.67 Jan 2001 6
2001 VIDEO WATCHDOG #67 / January / POTA Cover photo and review of POTA DVD
2001 EMPIRE #141 / March / first look at new movie
2001 VANITY FAIR / March / Tale Of The Apes Mary Ellen Mark and Bruce Handy spotlight Tim Burton's reinvented Planet of the Apes, starring Mark Wahlberg as the human astronaut and Helena Bonham Carter, Tim
Roth, and Michael Clarke Duncan as the planet's simian leaders.
2001 CINESCAPE #52 / Vol 7 #4 / May/June / new movie
2001 LEE'S ACTION FIGURE NEWS AND TOY #105 / June / a look at POTA merchandise
2001 EMPIRE #144 / June / new movie
2001 PREMIERE / July / Cover story and article Welcome to the Planet Of The apes: It's Gorilla warfare on the
set of Tim Burton's sci-fi epic. The director explains how he got his cast to find their inner simian, and Mark
Wahlberg, one of the film's humans, ponders why he 's still dreaming about chimps.
2001 FANGORIA #204 / July / Planet of the Apes2001 SIGHT AND SOUND #123 / July /
2001 PREVIEW #52 / July/Aug / Cover story
2001 THE FACE / August / An overview of the Apes history
2001 FANGORIA #205 / August / ''apes'' of wrath: Rick Baker returns to the beasts he does best as he makes up
Tim Burton's ''Planet Of The apes.''
2001 STARBURST #276 / August Planet of the apes - Prior to Tim Burton's adaptation, the original 1960's film is
this month's Retrospective
2001 STARLOG #289 / August / Burton's apes. Rick Baker. John Chambers.
2001 AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER #960 / August / Planet of The apes Antisocial Darwinism, Planet 0f The
apes Re-Imagines a Sci-Fi Classic. Visual Effects Review: AC Explores The Summer's Most Striking Effects
Work Monkey Man, Planet of The apes
2001 HOUSE / POTA cover drawing plus dozens of color drawings inside
2001 MAKEUP ARTIST #32 / Aug/Sept - Candid POTA photos of the original POTA by Don Cash Jr

2001 NIGHT AND DAY UK (The Mail) August 5 - Newspaper article on first film
2001 MAXIM #45 / August / sexy Helena Bonham cover / article about POTA
2001 TV GUIDE / August 3rd - 6 different covers / 7 page article plus cover2001 PEOPLE WEEKLY / August 6th
/ small photo of Mark Wahlberg on cover / Mark Walhberg is also featured as Captain Leo in Planet of the Apes
article
2001 SFX MAGAZINE #82 / September / POTA / interview with Helena Bonham Carter2001 EMPIRE #147 /
September / Cover story / Planet Of The apes: Tim Burton defies convention yet again this month to return to the
Planet Of The apes. Empire brings you the full inside story on the $100 million blockbuster (just don't call it a
remake), with exclusive interviews with Burton, Mark Wahlberg, Tim Roth et al, and unprecedented on-set
access. Plus Charlton Heston anchors Empire's full-on retrospective look at the original film that became a
classic.
2001 FILM REVIEW #609 / September / Planet of the apes - Mark Wahlberg on having dreams about Gorillas
and getting cosy with a simian Helena Bonham Carter.
2001 SIGHT AND SOUND #125 / September / Cover story / Gorilla warfare: The new Planet Of The apes
dresses its big stars in elaborate simian costumes and features cutting-edge action scenes. But has Tim Burton
lost his way, asks Andrew O'Hehir. Plus Kim Newman recalls a time when Hollywood could cheerfully blast the
US to smithereens.
2001 STARBURST #277 / September / Planet of the apes - Director Tim Burton, plus his stars Mark Wahlberg,
Tim Roth and Helena Bonham-Carter, on re-imagining the apes.
2001 EMPIRE #148 / October / new POTA film
2001 SIGHT AND SOUND #126 / October / review of new POTA film
2001 STARBURST #278 / October / new POTA film
2001 CINEFEX #87 / Oct-Nov-Dec / Inside the Planet of the apes: Visionary director Tim Burton put his own
singular spin of Planet of the apes,, a remake of the 1968 classic, depicting evolution turned on its ear in a world
where humans are subjugated by a superior race of apes. The production would boast a stellar team of effects
contributors. Cementing his reputation as the undisputed master of simian simulation was makeup maestro Rick
Baker, whose Cinovation Studio team would create fourteen principal ape characters, all distinct and different,
plus hundreds of secondary and background players. Spearheading the postproduction visual effects, a blend of
models, paintings and digital work, were visual effects supervisors Bill George and George Murphy of Industrial
Light & Magic. Article by Mark Cotta Vaz.
2001 CHILLER THEATRE / Issue #15 / Painted Jeff Pittarelli POTA Cover
2001 MAD SUPER SPECIAL (AUSTRALIAN) / Issue #122 / Reprints of Mort Drucker POTA Parodies (22
Pages)2001 ULTIMATE DVD #23 / November / new POTA dvd box set
2001 DREAM WATCH #86 / December / interview with Tim Burton about POTA
2002 ULTIMATE DVD #25 / January / POTA tv series dvd
2002 VIDEO WATCHDOG TV show DVD review (& 2001) No.83 May 2002 7
2002 AMAZING FIGURE MODELER Caesar cover) No.24 2002
2002 STARLOG #345 (Xmen cover) Harper interview Ultimate release 04/2002 8
2002 TOTAL FILM # 114 (MI3 cover) 3 page spread on Ultimate UK 4/2002 9
2002 VIDEO WATCHDOG #83 / May / movie on dvd / title mention on cover/ DVD spotlight: Planet Of The apes:
Tim Lucas reviews Tim Burton's take on the apes saga - and as much of the 13 plus hours of DVD extra as time
permitted! / Play-Mate Of The apes
2003 VIDEO WATCHDOG #93 / March / Joe Dante's Fleapit Flashbacks: Battle For The Planet Of The apes
2004 PROFILES IN HISTORY HOLLYWOOD AUCTION / No.18 / MARCH 31 / POTA movie props for sale

2004 MEGO STORY - MEGO GOES APE / Issue # / 16 page full color toy publication insert magazine / chapter
3 featuring Planet Of The Apes, Western Super Heroes (Davey Crockett, Buffalo Bill Cody, etc), World's Greatest
Super Knights, Robin Hood And His Merry Men, Mad Monsters (Frankenstein, Dracula, Mummy, Wolfman, etc),
The Fantastic Four, Batman vehicles
2005 ACTION FIGURE DIGEST (Sith cover) Mego Apes No. 129 January 2005
2005 TV ZONE SPECIAL #65 / Cancellation on the POTA
2005 SCI-FI MAGAZINE / October / POTA2006 STARLOG #345 / May / POTA
2006 TOTAL FILM #114 / May / ARCHIVE A big Planet Of The apes heads-up
2006 SHIVERS #127 / May/June / Planet of the apes box set,
2006 FILM REVIEW #674 / September / Planet of the apes is pure monkey magic!
2007 MODEL AND COLLECTORS MART / Ape article and Mego photos provided by the MegoMuseum
2006 ACTION TV(Baron cover) Complete overview & episode guide to TV series&cartoon) UK N. 1 Vol. 2 Nov.
2006
2007 MODEL & COLLECTOR’S MART (R2D2 cover) Collectables article UK March 1 2007
2007 MODEL & COLLECTOR’S MART (Doctor Who cover) Collectables article UK April 1
2007 ?? AMAZING FIGURE MODELER MAGAZINE #24 / Apes cover / MODELMANIA: David Fisher goes Ape
for Apemania's Cornelius Bust! / BOW YOUR HEAD!: Anthony Mestas dares to tell Tim Burton's Attar where to
stand. / GORILLA GALLERY: Terry J.Webb peels back the skin on ape sculptures and their creators.
2008? STARLOG #371 (QOS cover) TV show article 30/11 8
2008 AGENT / ape cover story on new DVD box set - greatest franchise ever
2009 SCIFI NOW (Galactica cover) Complete Guide to POTA UK No.24 2009
2009 MAKEUP ARTIST #76 / Jan/Feb $5.00 cover price / Tom Burman - Life in Latex - Monster maker recalls
early studio days including POTA

Database compiled by Terry Hoknes - now 325 listings
Some dates need to be double checked - some years are definitely wrong
I am also collecting scans of the covers and the POTA articles inside - please help contribute to
hoknes@hotmail.com
Thanks to some great resources sites which include:
http://pota.goatley.com/mags.html
http://www.moviemags.com/search.php?search=apes&submit=Search
Contributions from Terry Hoknes (175), Tim “Apesfan“ (125), Neil T. Foster (20), Rory (5)

PLANET OF THE APES COLLECTIBLES SOLD !
EBAY CONFIRMED SALES - HIGHEST PRICE ITEMS ACTUALLY SOLD
Auctions dated May 1st to May 15th 2009. There were 1645 POTA items for sale
These are the highlights sold ! Item Name / # of bidders / Sold Price in US $
Original Planet of the Apes Extras Mask 9 Bids Sold $2,050.00 May-15
1973 PLANET OF THE APES TUSCANY STUDIO CORNELIUS STATUE $900.00
PLANET OF THE APES GORILLA WARRIOR ARMOR SUIT MOVIE 2001 movie
$798.00
Beneath the Planet of the Apes James Franciscus POSTER Foreign 1 bid $625.00
PLANET OF THE APES ORIGINAL 1968 BANNER RARE! 1 Bid Sold $499.99
PLANET OF THE APES BATTLE BOOTS FEET SCREEN USED PROP
12 Bids Sold $494.00
Mego Planet of the Apes Village 3 Bids Sold $405.00 May
1975 Topps PLANET OF THE APES Full Wax Pack Box - ExC. 1 Bid Sold $375.00
Mego HUGE!!! Planet of the Apes Figure Lot 15 loose figures 8 Bids Sold $305.00
MEGO Planet of the Apes Fortress 6 BidsSold $266.81
PLANET OF THE APES GORILLA LEG BATTLE ARMOR SCREEN USED 2001
movie 16 BidsSold $257.41
PSA 9 - 1969 TOPPS PLANET OF THE APES #24 NONE HIGHER! 1 Bid Sold $199.99
1969 Topps Planet Of The Apes #36 Taylor's PSA 9 pop3 14 BidsSold $190.29
1969 Topps Planet Of The Apes #35 Ape City! PSA 9 pop 4 8 BidsSold $182.29
PLANET OF THE APES Comic Magazines SPANISH El Planeta 35 Spanish Magazines
sold by Terry Hoknes Sold $175.00
PLANET OF THE APES CHIMP MUSCLE SUIT PROP SCREEN USED 2001 movie 11
BidsSold $171.50
1969 Topps Planet Of The Apes #23 Of Anger! PSA 9 pop 6 9 BidsSold $170.29
1969 Topps Planet Of The Apes #7 Man Beast PSA 9 pop5 6 BidsSold $170.29
1969 Topps Planet Of The Apes #3 Stranded! PSA 9 pop 2 17 BidsSold $168.50
1960 MATTEL TOMMY-BURST MACHINE GUN--PLANET OF THE APES 6
BidsSold $168.06
PLANET OF THE APES CHIMP CHEST PLATE ARMOR SCREEN USED 2001 movie
10 BidsSold $160.50
PLANET OF THE APES GORILLA ARMOR SKIRT SCREEN USED COA 2001 movie
11 BidsSold $152.50
MEGO Planet of the Apes 15 loose figures Sold $150.00
CIRCUS PUNKS Set of 3 PLANET OF THE APES JASON KOCHIS 2 BidsSold $150.00
Planet of the Apes - Movie: complete set -1969- NM/MT 44 cards 5 BidsSold $148.38
MEDICOM SSUR REBEL APE CHE GUEVARA KAWS PLANET OF APES Sold
$140.00
1969 Topps Planet Of The Apes #32 Ape Jury! PSA 9 pop 2 13 BidsSold $139.13
PLANET OF THE APES #1 to #29 High Grade 12 BidsSold $130.40
1969 Topps Planet Of The Apes #12 No Escape PSA 9 pop 4 10 BidsSold $138.29
1969 Topps Planet Of The Apes #24 On A Leash PSA 9 pop5 10 BidsSold $130.00
PLANET OF THE APES RICK BAKER CHIMP ARMS HANDS WITH COA 2001
movie 9 BidsSold $129.50
Planet of the Apes by Pierre Boulle-1963 1st Edition! First American Edition by Vanguard
Press-Nice Condition 15 BidsSold $124.49
HOT TOYS MMS89 PLANET OF THE APES 12” GORILLA CAPTAIN Sold $123.45
2001 TOPPS PLANET OF THE APES COSTUME SET (7) W/ THADE Sold $119.99

1MEGO PLANET OF THE APES PLAYSET VILLAGE w ACCESSOR 6 BidsSold
$114.50
Planet Of The Apes Arjac Inc LOT 9 Mego Figures Dolls 11 BidsSold $107.49
16" 'PLANET OF THE APES SADDLE" movie prop? 2 BidsSold $106.50
MEGO PLANET OF THE APES TREEHOUSE BOXED 1974 10 BidsSold $105.50
PLANET OF THE APES BOX LOT SET KUBRICK MEDICOM NIB 2000 13 BidsSold
$92.00
MEGO Planet Of The Apes SOLDIER APE MOC Vintage 1974 T1 Factory Sealed 1
BidSold $84.99
Planet of the Apes 5 movie bundle, new, in factory wrap 5 DVDs 3 BidsSold $78.77
1968 Planet Of The Apes VINTAGE On Set Candid PHOTO t22 12 BidsSold $76.00
INKWORKS - PLANET OF THE APES BINDER 11 BidsSold $73.00
PLANET OF THE APES GENERAL URSUS WIND-UP ROBOT MIB 11 BidsSold
$73.00
PLANET OF THE APES 40 YEAR EVOLUTION BLU RAY blu-ray 11 BidsSold $71.00
Mego like AHI Action Apeman/ Planet of the Apes # 03 6 BidsSold $67.00
Jerry Goldsmith * ESCAPE FROM THE PLANET OF THE APES CD 10 BidsSold
$64.09
PLANET OF THE APES ARCHIVES - UNCUT PRESS SHEET 9 BidsSold $61.59
PLANET OF THE APES CAESAR 12" FIGURE SIDESHOW TOYS MIB 13 BidsSold
$61.00
PLANET OF THE APES GENERAL
View similar active items | Sell one like this
1 BidSold $60.00
PLANET OF THE APES 12" FIGURE DR ZAIUS SIDESHOW EXCLUSV Sold $59.99
Mego like AHI Action Apeman/ Planet of the Apes # 01 9 BidsSold $55.89
Mego 8" Planet Of the Apes GIANT Parts Lot ORIGINAL! 13 BidsSold $54.80
addar Planet of th Apes CAESAR Vintage 1973 Issue #106 5 BidsSold $52.21
PLANET OF THE APES RICK BAKER ORANGUTAN WADDLE WITH COA 9
BidsSold $51.00
Near Mint Mego Planet Of The Apes Astronaut 7 BidsSold $51.00
PLANET OF THE APES behind scenes PHOTO chimp ursus 8 BidsSold $50.00
$500 "PLANET OF THE APES" OIL ON CANVAS PAINTING,FRAMED 1 BidSold
$49.00
MEGO Planet of the Apes Tree House 9 BidsSold $48.80
CONQUEST OF THE PLANET OF THE APES RARE STYLE A 3SH Sold $45.00
1967 Planet of the Apes Galen Figure MEGO 14 BidsSold $44.24
THE PLANET OF THE APES: THE EVOLUTION (5 Movies) DVD Sold $42.48
H Vintage Planet Apes Dr Zaius Sky Diving Parachutist 5 BidsSold $42.34
PADVENTURES ON THE PLANET OF THE APES 1-11 COMPLETE BOUND
VOLUME 5 BidsSold $40.00
PLANET OF THE APES TALKING VIEW MASTER REELS - GAF 1974 Sold $40.00
80% OFF + NR! Addar Planet Of The Apes Jail Wagon 217 4 BidsSold $40.00
2005 SIDESHOW PLANET OF THE APES BRENT ASTRONAUT MIB Sold $39.99
PLANET OF THE APES behind scenes PHOTO Zira make up 4 BidsSold $36.99
Sideshow Excl Slave Brent 12" Planet of the Apes 1/400 10 BidsSold $36.55
INKWORKS PLANET OF APES FULL SET+ CHASE CARDS + PROMOS 10 BidsSold
$36.50

